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For any organization, printing documents or any kind of data becomes an indispensable part. Most
enterprise acquires a printer suited to their needs, which is cost effective and maintenance free. The
printers from the business giant IBM, not only has an irrefutable reputation, but also delivers the
best output as per its brand image.

The IBM 4247 is a matrix printer created for the professional industry. Possessed with the capability
of printing up to 600 cps, the Info printer 4247 is available in multiple forms of paper handling
inclusive of an eight-part form. The IBM 4247 is devised to meet all kinds of requirements from low
to mid volume outputs and provide reliable solutions of chain printing. A feasible printer, the Info
printer 4247 is affordable than the laser ones. Delivering broader forms, and sustaining a large
volume of wide-format printing, the IBM 4247 is no less a wonder. It also comes with the
convenience of a remote printer management if connected to the LAN.

Benefits of the IBM 4247

The printers possess extraordinary capabilities and outstanding paper-feeding reliability. Silently
operable, the infoprint 4247 is easily usable and accessible. They are mostly used for the typical
transactions and processes.

â€¢	The speed of the print is 600 characters per second in the fast draft mode on 8-art forms.

â€¢	Parallel and optional Ethernet, USB attachments.

â€¢	Remote functionality

â€¢	The forms are loaded automatically.

â€¢	Thickness adjusted by its own.

â€¢	Auto-eject augment output.

â€¢	Maximum print width is 348 mm with the forms width to be 3 to 17 inches.

â€¢	Easily usable and quiet operation mechanism.

â€¢	Bar code support.

â€¢	Multiple fonts of gothic, prestige, script, Courier, Draft, OCR-A, Presenter, OCR-B etc.

IBM 4247 comes with following attachment with itself

â€¢	USB 2.0

â€¢	LAN attachment through the integrated 10/100BASE-T Ethernet Adaptor.

â€¢	9-Pin with Serial RS-232

With the new printer, all the documentations can be accomplished faster.
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For more information on a ibm 4247, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the
http://www.datasystemsplus.com/products/index.cfm/Product_ID/8/Product_Subcategory_ID/1/Produ
ct_Category_ID/9/Product_Group_ID/11 !
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